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which the University's contribution is negligible.

To

PATENT AND COPYRIGHT POLICY
safeguard against any further dispute as to University
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
support, each discovery leadina to an invention [will] must
be submitted for review in accordance with these procedures.
I.

Purpose and Scope
A written opinion of the University will be provided the
Patents:

inventor to include, when appropriate, release of any

Although the search for commercially exploitable
inventions is not a specific function of the University, a

University claim to the discovery.
Nothing herein will conflict with any agreement

discovery leading to an [a patentable] invention may be a

executed by the University with an outside agency.

by-product of creative endeavor undertaken for other pur-

sponsorship, particularly by Federal agencies, usually

poses.

involves agreement on patent matters, and each principal

When such a discovery is made, it is the desire of

Outside

the University to assist the inventor in evaluating, patent-

investigator will ensure that he and his fellow investi-

ing, and exploiting his discovery [idea].

gators understand such agreement.

The purpose of

The Office of Research

this policy is to delineate procedures to encourage inven-

will endeavor to obtain patent agreements with terms as

tors to report discoveries [with patent potential,] and to

favorable as possible for University personnel, and will

assist them while safeguarding the interests of all con-

[insure] ~ that the inventor understands the final

cerned parties.

agreement.

This policy [It] pertains to [members of

the faculty and staff and to students] all students, whether
undergraduate, graduate or postgraduate, part-time and fulltime members of the faculty and staff, all other agents and

Copyrights:
The University places special emphasis on assis-

employees of the University, and all other individuals who

tance to faculty for the development of instructional

have made substantial use of the resources of the University.

materials and other literary materials.

It is the explicit intent of this policy to

The application of

new technology to instruction and the creation of literary

exclude any University claim to a discovery resulting from

works often requires expensive and complex equipment which

endeavor not supported by the University or endeavor to

cannot be owned or operated economically by individual
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faculty members or by regular departments on campus.

In

these cases, the University often provides the necessary
resources (or contracts for these resources).

II.

Administration
A.

Committee:

In addition,

The University Patent and Copyright Committee

the development and production of educational or instruc-

(hereafter called the Committee) consists of [nine) eight

tional materials, media materials, and literary or other

members, six of whom will be selected by the faculty (three

materials often requires specialized skills.

per year for a two-year term).

Because data

Committee members should be

about the learning process, teaching modes and new concepts

chosen such that disciplines primarily concerned with patent

in education is growing very rapidly, it is difficult for

matters and disciplines primarily concerned with copyright

faculty to remain abreast of such developments without

matters are both represented.

assistance.

for Research, Dean of Learning Resources and) System Vice

Therefore, many faculty utilize University

The [Associate Vice President

consulting specialists and other types of support to bring

President for Finance and the System Vice President for

themselves up to date.

Sponsored Programs and Research will be members

New instructional materials and

~

officio.

other literary creations, consequently, may reflect a

The Committee will select its own chairman.

collaborative effort involving faculty members and other

the chairman may call upon any member of the University to

individuals or units on campus.

appear before the Committee to augment its [expertness)

This policy governs the ownership, use, distri-

At any time,

expertise.

bution and rights to income produced by these and other

The Committee will consider individual cases

University-commissioned materials but specifically does not

prescribed herein, and be the patent and copyright advisory

apply to materials or resources which are not University-

body within the University.

commissioned (as defined in a later section of this policy

President for Research) Provost.

statement).

It will report to the [Vice

This policy applies to educational, literary

and media materials (regardless of medium utilized) provided
the copyrightable material meets the University-commissioned

B.

Review Procedures:
Any [faculty, staff member or any member of the

student body) student, whether undergraduate, graduate or

test.
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postgraduate, or anv faculty or staff member, or any agent
or employee of the University, or any individual who has
made substantial use of the resources of the Universit y , who

responsible for producing a copyrightable work).

Committee's findings and recommendations will be in writing
with a copy furnished the inventor(s} or author(s)].
The [Vice President for Research] Provost will

believes he or she has a [patentable invention (idea,
concept, method, material or process)] new invention, e.g.,
discovery, computer program, process, method, use or combination, whether or not patentable, or a Universitycommissioned copyrightable work, shall bring it to the
attention of the Committee through its chairman.

promptly notify the inventor(s) or author(s)

the inventor or author and the equity in any income resulting from his discovery or work.

c.

reasonable time period, usually thirty days after receiving

the [discovery]

invention or work.

In considering the

invention or work, the Committee mav consult with and
receive advice from the University's counsel.

Within

in writing of

the decision of the University, courses of action open to

Within a

such notification, the Committee will convene to consider

(The

Appeal:
Upon receipt of official notification from the

[Vice President for Research] Provost, the inventor may
submit a written appeal to the President which will include
the specific points to which objection is raised.

The

decision of the President will be final.

[thirty] ninety days following the initial meeting, the
Committee will make a determination of disposition of the

III.

Patent Policy

case within the options of this policy and report its
findings and recommendations to the [Vice President for
Research] Provost in writing.

The Committee, if it deems

A.

Documenting a Discovery:
When an individual believes he has conceived an

appropriate, may recommend changes in the equities set forth

invention, he should prepare a written and dated memorandum

herein.

(disclosure statement) describing the invention (which

The Committee will also take reasonable steps to

[insure] ensure that any joint inventors or authors [includ-

serves as one proof of the date of conception) .

ing students] are identified and, when appropriate, will

randum, however, should be only supplementary to the careful

recommend distribution of income among the inventors or

maintenance of regular laboratory notebooks.

authors.

(Author(s)

is used to designate the person(s)
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This memo-

Included as

part of the memorandum should be the name(s) of all inventors, drawings, sketches, and other pertinent data to
illustrate the principle of operation of the invention and
its performance.

The inventor should date and sign each

B.

Invention Categories:
The Committee will determine that the discovery

belongs to one of the following categories.
Category 1.

The discovery resulted from endeavor

page of his notebook and the memorandum, including all

to which the University did not contribute or contributed

sketches and data sheets.

insignificantly.

Two witnesses, thoroughly capable

In these cases, the University relin-

of understanding the invention, and who are not joint

quishes any equity and the inventor is at liberty to dispose

inventors of nor interested in it, should date and sign each

of his discovery as he sees fit.

page.

submit his discovery through the University to a patent

Since priority of filing a patent application is

The inventor may elect to

often a decisive factor in awarding a patent, it is impor-

development organization with which the University has

tant that the notebook be kept current and the disclosure

entered into agreement.

document be prepared as soon as possible, since these

A determination that a discovery belongs in

records can be relied on as corroboration of dates of

Category I would indicate the inventor did not receive

conception and reduction to practice.

financial support from University resources other than

The law provides that the inventor is not entitled

[normal] salary and related benefits, did not use time

to a patent if his invention has been described in a printed

during which he was released from [normal] duties, had no

publication anywhere in the world more than one year before

assistance from other faculty members, staff, or students

his patent application is filed.

unless clearly shown to be on their own time, and made no

Since extensive develop-

mental work is often required before a patent application

use of University facilities, supplies, or equipment.

can be filed, an inventor should consider the desirability

Further, it would indicate that the inventor's association

of delaying publication for a reasonable period of time.

with the University was not a major factor in obtaining non-

The disclosure memorandum should be submitted to

University support.

A Category 1 discovery could also

the Chairman of the Committee for review in accordance with

result from University support which is judged by the

the procedures in Section II. B.

Committee to be insignificant.
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Category 2.

The discovery resulted from endeavor

supported by non-University agencies but with University
sponsorship.

In most cases, a degree of University support

will be evident, although in some instances association with
the University as a factor in obtaining outside support may
be the only University contribution.

exploit the discovery, subject to such limitations as may be
imposed by prior agreement with the external sponsor.
Federal requlations reauire written invention disclosures
and written assignments of such inventions made under
programs sponsored in whole or in oart by the federal
Forms of the invention disclosures and assian-

ments may be obtained from the Patent Committee and from the

The Discovery resulted from endeavor

supported by the University.

Carolina Research and Develooment Foundation to assume this
responsibility, weighing the complexity and cost involved
against probable returns.
In the event the University or the Carolina
Research and Development Foundation declines to assume the
responsibility for development, the inventor will have the
option of proceeding on his own or using the services of a
patent development organization with which the University
has entered into agreement.

The decision by the inventor to

proceed on his own will release the University or the
Foundation from any further responsibility, but for its
contribution to the discovery, the University or the
Foundation will receive a share of any income realized from

System Leaal Deoartment.
Category 3.

[Usually] Sometimes it

will not be to the best interest of the University or the

In cases in this

category, the University reserves the right to patent and

government.

patent and to exploit the invention.

In these cases, the University

reserves the right to patent and exploit the discovery.

commercial exploitation.

This share of income will be

determined at the time that either the Universitv or the
Foundation declines to assume the resoonsibility for
develooment.

C.

Developing Marketable Discoveries:
o.

Patent Development Organizations:

In each case where the University [supported the
endeavor

(Category 3) or shared support with an agency which

has relinquished any claim (Category 2)] support is evident
(Category 2 or Category 3), the University reserves the
right to assume full title to the discovery and to obtain a

-9-

The University has entered into formal agreements
with, among others, the Battelle Development Corporation
(BOC) and Research Corporation.

Under each agreement, the

University may submit for evaluation such discoveries as it

-10-
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wishes.

If the evaluation is favorable, BDC will provide

Committee will also determine [that] whether proposed

the further development necessary to bring the invention to

arrangements with the soliciting agency are reasonable from

a point where it may be advantageously licensed.

the point of view of the University and University personnel

Research

Corporation does not develop discoveries, nor does it

involved.

provide funds to others for such development but rather

President for Research] Provost, who will take appropriate

relies on licensing established industrial concerns to do

action.

this at their own expense.

Both organizations will accept

F.

It will submit a written report to the [Vice

Equity:

title to the invention and proceed to obtain patents and to
negotiate licenses.

An y resulting income is divided among

pressed as a percent of income.

the organization, the University, and the inventor.
Normally, the inventor will recommend the organization to use in developing his discovery.

The equity in any marketable invention is ex-

The agreements

between the University and the two organizations are filed
in the Office of Sponsored Proorams and Research where they
are available for review, and members of the Committee and
of the Office of Sponsored Programs and Research may be

Nothing herein shall

conflict with an agreement signed by the University as a
condition to receiving support from an external sponsor.
1.

In cases where the inventor proceeds on his

own but in which the University or the Carolina Research and
Development Foundation has established an interest (Category 2 & 3), the University or the Carolina Research and
Development Foundation will receive a maximum of 15 percent

consulted.

of [net] income after deducting from income anv expenses of
E.

Latent Discoveries:

litigation and expenses including, but not limited to,

Frequently an external agency will solicit materials or devices from a University project for investigation
by the agency staff for any patentable discovery.

Such a

solicitation shall be referred to the Committee which will
determine [that] whether there is [no]

~

apparent dis-

covery which should be developed under this policy.

-11-
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The

research and development expenses, oatent expenses and
licensing expenses.
2.

In cases in which Research Corporation assumes

responsibility, after first deducting any expenses of litigation consented to by the University, 42 1/2 percent of
royalty income will be retained by the Corporation in
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accordance with the terms of the agreement.

The first

patent development corporation, submitting his discovery

$1,000 of the balance will be paid to the inventor, and any

through the University.

balance beyond $1,000 will be divided equally between the

income between the University and the inventor will be

University and the inventor.

adjusted in favor of the inventor.

All costs of filing and

In these cases, the distribution of

prosecuting U.S. and foreign patents, and for negotiating
and administering licenses are paid by Research Corporation
out of its 42 1/2 percent share of the royalty income.
3.

In cases where The Battelle Development

Corporation assumes responsibility, 50 percent from income
will be paid to BDC after deducting amounts from income
necessary to reimburse BDC for its expenses including, but
not limited to research and development expense, patent
expense, and licensing expense.

The first $1,000 of the

balance will be paid to the inventor, and any balance beyond
$1,000 will be divided equally between the University and
the inventor.
4.

In cases in which the University or the

Carolina Research and Development Foundation assumes responsibility, 25 percent of [net)

income will be paid to the

inventor(.] after deducting from income any expenses of
litigation and expenses including, but not limited to, research and development expenses, oatent expenses and licensing expenses.
With a Category 1 discovery {no University interest) , the inventor may elect to use the services of a
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